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A new seal concept, 	 the negative lift circumferential type seal, was evaluated under
simulated helicopter transmission conditions.	 The bore of the circumferential seal contains
step type geometry which produces a negative lift 	 that urges the sealing segr.ents towards the
shaft surface.	 The seal	 size was a	 2.5 inch bore and the test	 speeds were 7000 and 14,250
rpm.	 During the 300 hour test at typical transmission seal	 pressure	 (to	 2 psig)	 the
leakage was within acceptable limit.; and generally less than 0.1 cc/hour during the last
150 hours of	 testing.	 The near to the carbon begments during the 300 hours was negligible.
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This program was funded by the National Aeronautics And Space
Administration under contract NAS3-20598. 	 The period of per-
formance was February 1977 to September 1977.
The work was performed in its entirety at Stein Seal Company
utilizing a modified Stein Seal test rig and seal hardware
designed and constructed especially for this project.
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INTRODUCTION
A circumferential seal (see Figs. I & II) consists of a ring
of carbon segments making rubbing contact with the outer dia-
meter of a rotatin q shaft. The segments are held to the shaft
by the pressure differential and by a circumferential garter
spring. The secondary leakage path between the transverse
face of the carbon and the housing is sealed by the use of
axial springs in conjunction with the axial pressure force.
Use of the circumferential seals in strictly gas atmosphere has
been generally successful. Use of circumferential seals in
liquid environments or in gas-liquid environments under high
speed conditions has often resulted in high leaka ge, due to
the liquid penetrating the rubbing interface. The carbon
segments are thus subjected to bearinq forces generated in the
film and are lifted from the shaft. lie call this surfboardinq.
The low cost, and high speed, high temperature capabilities of
circumferential seals necessitated a solution of the surfboard-
inq problem.
one method of overcoming surfboardinq is through the use of
"negative lift" pockets on the bore of the carbon segments.
ThiF is a method of sealing , developed by Stein Seal Company
and approved for patent December 27, 1977. These pockets are
machined in the carbon and ar,:^ open to sealing pressure at the
trailing edge of the pocket and evacuated by the fluid drag of
the shaft over the pocket. The evacuation causes a lower
i
I	 ^
pressure in the bore of the carbon, thus increasing the specific
loading on the seal. In addition, the liquid on the shaft is
evacuated before a film develops.
The negative lift feature is extremely useful in applications
where either liquid or qas can be encountered. Under gas con-
ditions, the pocket pressure, which is a function of viscosity,
is slight, giving a circumferential loading due only to the
spring and the normal pressure breakdown across the seal dam.
The light seal loading is desirable to keep thermal distortions,
power consumption and wear at a minimum. Liquid seals are sub-
jected to more instability, due to snrfboarding and drag forces
and thus require more seal loading. This is provided by the
negative lift pockets. The viscosity of the liquid provides
substantial suction at the bore of the seal, thereby creating a
higher specific loading. If the environment returns to gas, the
specific loading again lessens.
The negative lift seal is especially well suited to helicopter
transmissions because the possibility of occasional dry opera-
tion exists. The customary elastomeric lip seals are unable to
tolerate prolonged high speed operation at the moderately high
temperatures involved and even face seals that are sometimes
used, are the victims of the heavy face loads needed to insure
face contact when sealing liquids.




1copter transmission under conditions similar to those seen in
normal helicopter conditions. The test was essentially a wear
and demonstration test.
APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE.
	
.i	 The seal unit was tested in a Stein Seal test rig (see Fiqs. III,
IV and V). The test rig shaft was ball bearing mounted with the
drive and test end bearings lubricated with single oil jets. An
air buffered standard back to back carbon circumferential seal
unit was used at the drive end to contain the bearing oil, air
at approximately 5 psiq being injected between the carbons. The
rig shaft was driven with a flat belt pulley from a jack shaft
powered by a one horsepower electric motor. The motor to jack
shaft connection had a timing belt drive.
i
	
1	 The chrome plated seal runner, Fig. VI, was clamped to the test
.	 I
`I
end of the shaft so that the area between the seal and the rig
bearing simulate the sort of turbulence anticipated with the
%f
actual application. In addition, the seal housing was specifi-
cally designed to fit a small helicopter transmission with the
proper geometry and direction of shaft rotation.
Turbine oil., MIL Spec. 7808 was used as the bearing lubricant in
i
the rig and was directed on the bearings through a .040 inch
diameter orifice nozzle set on the horizontal axis. Oil inlet
I
pressure was kept at a constant 25 psig and the oil inlet temper-




The lube oil scavenge line at the bottom vertical center line was
similarly monitored. Averages of the recorded oil inlet and out-
let temperatures appear in Table I.
Chamber pressure was monitored by a pressure gage located at
the cavity on the bearing side away from the seal. The chamber
pressure was maintained at 0, 1 and 2 psiq as specified for the
3arious test points. The oil flow was slightly effected by
chamber pressure, since the oil inlet pressure was constant.
However, change in bearinq oil flow was small since chamber
pressure variation was only 2 psi maximum. Fig. VII shows the
calibrated rate of oil inlet flow for the .040 inch diameter
orifice used.
-t
Leakage rates were recorded for six test points of approximately
fifty hours each. Leak rates are summarized in Table I.
The various carbon seal segments were carefully measured prior
U.	 to the start of the test program and a wear measurement made
after 63 hours and upon completion of the running schedule. A
calibrated 0 to 1 inch Starrett ball micrometer was used and all
measurements were taken with same instrument and by the same in-
spector. A tabulation of measurements is shown in Table II and




The test program was performed at Stein Seal Company and involved
an experimental evaluation of a 2.500 inches diameter segmented
carbon circumferential seal unit having a negative lift bore
geometry. The seal was designed to operate at conditions typical
of those encountered with a helicopter transmission.
Tn accordance with the statement of work provided by NASA, the
seal assembly was tested ir, excess of 300 hours on a hard chrome
plated shaft runner at surface speeds of approximately 5000 and
10000 feet per minute. An oil jet was dir^•cted against a ball
bearing dust inboard of the seal unit. The oil het provided
about .16 gpm (610 cubic centimeters per minute) and the seal
used to contain the oil-air mist was operated with the bearing
chamber maintained at 0 to 2 psi.g.
The seal unit was trouble free throughout the test cycle and was
run rountinely. Shaft speed was about 7% lower than specified
velocity because available pulley combinations were utilized.
;y
;r
Seal leak rates at operating conditions were uniformly good
i	 with the exception of occasional increase from normal levels
f when the rig was started each day and prior to stabilization of
the.C-Idl conditions. It is noted that leak rates appeared to
steadily improve with running time. No static leakage was
observable.
STEIN ,SFA1. COMPANY
	 PAW MO -
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The Real assembly was removed from the test ri g only once durinq
the 300 hours test period after havinct been run a total of about
63 hours. (14 hours into test point 02) At that time, it was
decided that the pressurized seal leek rate, although satis-
factory, was somewhat greater thin anticipated from previous
experience with this type of seal design. Since this carbon
seal size was a new one, it was decided to rework the carbon
lap plug and then reburnish the seal unit.
A horsepower consumption test was m.,de on the seal, using a
watt-meter. The test seal was then removed and the wattage was
remeasured. Results indicated seal power consumtpion of less
than 112 NP.
I	 Wear of the carbon segments was checked (see Fig. VIII and
4 Table II) after the initial 63 hours run and at the end of the
test period and was found to be negligible. The test seal in-
dicated only a slight uniform burnish at the bore diameter.
The shaft surface was in excellent condition. 	 (See Fig. Vi)
CONCLUSION
The segmented circumferential carbon seal, which has been used
for years under rugged speed and temperature environments in
gases, can be used in a liquid environment if negative lift
pockets are added. This negative lift seal unit performed with
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conditions. Leakage was well within tolerable limits and wear
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Fig. II	 Photographs of assembled and disassembled
test seal after test
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tTest Velocity Chamber Tn nil Out	 Coil Time Test Leak
Point Ft/Min. Press. Temp. Tamp. Point Rate
PS Tr, OF of 11r:Min. cc/tir.
1 8327 0 114 158 50:34 0.006
2 9327 1 119 159 14:18 1.343
Relapped Seal Ring Bore





2 9327 1 114 155 33:55 0.150
3 9327 2 114 158 50:57 1.870
•1 4588 0 117 135 57:27 .009
5 4588 1 114 130 50:00 .020
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2'105	 7000 25 11 F; lIS GO cc IN CnRAT.)
I IZOS 7000 2 5 2 117 136 60 cc IN afkAt)
13 05 1000 25 1z 118 136 C,0 cc IN Cmo
	
ND
1405 1000 2S 2 1 18 IIG -GO Cc IN C-2 t,- AD
IS05 7000 29 z 113 111 ' 10 -10 cc IN (7, VIZ A 17)
1525 7000 1-5b 1.10 c c I N G AD25 1 120 1
I s 26 P RI q4 GkA our
9-15 --77
010S 7000 ZS 7- '7-7 &1 ST FAT	 IZkIQ2 1.7000! IN G1 AD
0505 7001-.) 25 2 111 132 cc IN	 AD GRAb IN1() 1.00
09057000 2S 2 117 111 .10 1.90 c c IN (- -i r.Z
s l000 : , s 2 119 139 - 1.90 c c 1 N 	AD
S	 7oOo 2s 2 123 14,; .10 2.00 cc IN Ga P A I-)
12 o s	 7000 2S 2 12 3 14'Z Z .00 f- c IN 0-1^Fap l
1305 +7000 2 S 2 12 5 145 2,00 cc IN
1405 7000 25 2 I28 146 2.00 cc IN r-i AD
1505 7000 2s 2 11110 150 2.00 cC IN GRAD





170S -7000 1	 1 15Z 2.00
172& 1000 29 2- 131 152- Z.00 cc IN Q3	 /,-.D
172G	 0 ST-0 pt I ^ GRAD OUT
1 9 -20 -77
'1000 25 Iz 7(o 80 - ST RT I C-a	 2 .00 c. : IN PWD




































- El N NS F: + L COM PA NV	 ► .G! hG
5j
-I
10th $11111 & INDIANA AV INUI ► NIIADILPH IA 31, PA
1IST No	 EO so -I 11c No  
	
smell 16	 or
olse1v11 _G! _w' • 9'T.	 _	 DA1e - 9 - 20 -^7
CASINCto 612 6 -1 S/N 057701
S ► tCIrw1N3 ( CARBONS: 6127-1-8
 -	
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I N G A D
IN GRAD
IN GSkAD
IN G AD7000 2S 2 122 140
140
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25 2 119 137








































































































































7000 2S 2 11-6 -1 32 - _-






















34 9- 2- 77
35 1 0705 ?000 2S 2 G.7 B4 - 5rA R1' RI S. O cc IN G q AD
36 obo l& 7000 'Z5 , Z 9 8 11 5 10 3.30 cc IN C-xIZAD
kVrIN Sr.At- C()-\w..x%-'\
Jowl. V@fit & okolAka •vlodul P. 4011PHI• It PA
TIST NO	 5C> -	 NIG No	 smill 1 -7	 Of
osslavle	 DATI






•() ,:o 1 40 	 700
3925 1000
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